
Social Studies – Reflection of the Ancient Civilization Stations 
 
For these stations, you worked on the following Social Studies skills to answer the essential questions 
and complete the activities. 
 
Social Studies Skills  
• Inferencing (using facts, observations, and logic or reasoning to come to an assumption or 

conclusion); also includes being able to assess cause and effect 
• Determining key factors that led to an event or occurrence 
• Assessing significance/importance of a person (people), place, event, or development 
• Using imagination to create maps or other images to support learning 
• Using perspective to imagine yourself in Ancient times and, therefore, show understanding 

about what like was like during that time 
• Using graphic forms of communication, such as “Facebook” profiles, to present information 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For your self-reflection, you will take a look at these skills and decide which are your strengths and 
which skills are in need of improvement based on the work you did on your stations. You will also talk 
about what you are most proud of; it can be the written response to your question or the activity you 
completed.  
 
Talk about at least one strength, one skill in need of improvement, and the work you are most proud 
of. Use the labels “strength,” “need to improve,” and “most proud of” when taking your pictures to 
upload to Fresh Grade. 
 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For example… 

Determining key factors is one of my strengths because I was able to find 7 reasons why 
Ancient Greece went from one of the most powerful civilizations to being defeated by Ancient Rome. 
Another strength I have is using my imagination, I enjoy drawing so I was able to show what I learned 
about how geography and climate can affect a civilization, or even a city, on my map of an ideal 
environment. 
 

I can improve on using perspective because it was a bit difficult for me to imagine myself as 
an Ancient Egyptian slave. I think I just needed to do more research to understand that role better. 


